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Good morning,

 

Here is our support note from Québec, Canada:

 

Dear friends of Slovak ia,

 

You are not alone in beleiving that the resource of the wind is misappropriated by companies that built a

propaganda around the virtues of the wind turbines to sell their product and push governments to buy rapidly

into the wind industry at large and everywhere.

 

We citizens of the world know that the windmill industry is not the answer to bring down fossil energy in the

way it is being developed around the world.  So far, wind turbines have not been able to close a single coal

mine. Wind turbines, the way they are being developed now, are not the answer to reduce the Greenhouse

effect.

 

We citizens in Quebec are in contact with the very many groups of citizens who are fighting for their territory,

their health and their quality of life all around the province. We are in contact with each other on our territory,

and through the EPAW, we are in contact with other groups in the world that are fighting  that industry.

 

Citizens everywhere are living the same experience: an occupation of their territory without their consent by

multinationals welcomed by our governments through the energy lobby. Citizens also have experienced first

hand the effects of the wind turbines on their health and on the value of their properties. There are now

dozens of groups everywhere in Québec fighting for their fundamental rights.

 

The wind energy has to be measured with real numbers, not by propaganda. Everywhere in the world citizens

are ask ing for moratoriums to stop the development of that industry until independant studies are done and

until the norms fixed by the citizens are established. So far the many fights of citizens in Quebec have

established citizen's norms: no wind industry in inhabited areas, no wind industry along our rivers nor in our

regional parks or on our agricultural land. 

 

We are with you, let's keep in contact.

 

Mireille Bonin

Terre citoyenne du Québec

418-523-5022

----- Original Message -----

From: Calvin Luther Martin

To: 'Latak Peter, Mgr'
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Subject: "Slovakia needs your help!"
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